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Three Pillars of Japan’s Defense (Means to Achieve the Objectives of Defense)

Fig. III-3-2-4

Visit to Ports and Airports by SDF (2018)
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swiftly achieve superiority in space and cyber domain by
strengthening coordination and cooperation with relevant
countries through information sharing, consultation, exercise,
and capacity building assistance, while promoting measures
concerning the development of international norms.
See 	Chapter 1, Section 2-3 (Responses in the Domains of Space,

Cyberspace and Electromagnetic Spectrum)

Cooperation in the Use of Space Domain

Regarding the use of the space domain, Japan will promote
partnership and cooperation in various fields including the
SSA and mission assurance of the entire space system, through
consultations and information sharing with relevant countries
and active participation in multilateral exercises among others.
The MOD/SDF has taken part in the annual SSA
multinational tabletop exercise (Global Sentinel) and the
Schriever Wargame, a multinational tabletop exercise on
space security, hosted by the U.S. Forces and is working
to share the recognition of threats in space among multiple
countries and acquire knowledge related to cooperation
regarding SSA and guarantee of space system functions.
See 	Chapter 2, Section 2 (Strengthening Ability of Japan-U.S.

Alliance to Deter and Counter Threats)
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Cooperation in Use of Space and Cyber Domains

In the international community, there is a broadening and
diversifying array of security challenges that cannot be
dealt with by a single country alone. Rapid expansion in the
use of space and cyber domains is poised to fundamentally
change the existing paradigm of national security, which
makes the establishment of international rules and norms a
security agendum. The MOD/SDF will, based on the NDPG,
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The MOD/SDF is also working on cooperation with
countries other than the United States. For example, the JapanAustralia Space Security Dialogue and Japan-U.S.-Australia
Space Security Dialogue are held to exchange opinions
on space policy. With France, based on the agreement to
strengthen bilateral dialogue on space at the Japan-France
Foreign and Defense Ministers' Meeting in March 2015, the
two countries decided to start the Japan-France Comprehensive
Space Dialogue. At the 2nd Japan-France Comprehensive
Space Dialogue in March 2017, in order to strengthen bilateral
cooperation on SSA, the two countries signed a technology
arrangement on information sharing pertaining to space
situation awareness between the competent authority of Japan
and the Minister of Defense of the Republic of France, and

Cooperation in Use of Space and Cyber Domains

agreed to promote specific cooperation initiatives. With
the EU, it was decided to start the Japan-EU Space Policy
Dialogue at the Japan-EU Summit in May 2014, and four
dialogue sessions have been held. At the Japan-India summit

Section 3

meeting in October 2018, the two countries decided to start
space dialogue between the governments, and the MOD
participated in the first meeting held in March 2019.
See 	Section 1-2 (Promotion of Defense Cooperation and Exchanges)

2

Cooperation in the Use of Cyber Domain

VOICE

(Locked Shields), both organized by the CCDCOE based
in Estonia. The MOD is further developing collaborative
relationships with NATO in the cyber domain through the
dispatch of personnel to the Centre since March 2019.
In addition, the IT Forum has been held between the defense
authorities of Singapore, Vietnam, and Indonesia to exchange
views on initiatives in the information communications area
including cybersecurity and current trends in technology. The
MOD has been expanding the cooperation by implementing
human resource development seminars for Vietnamese Forces
in the area of cybersecurity as part of its capacity building
assistance in December 2017 and March 2019.
See 	Section 1-2 (Promotion of Defense Cooperation and Exchanges)

Section 1-5 (Proactive and Strategic Initiatives for Capacity
Building Assistance)

Strengthening Cyber Collaboration with NATO

NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (Tallinn, Estonia)
Keiko Kono, Senior Research Fellow at the National Institute for Defense Studies
Since March 2019, I have been working as a researcher at the Law Branch of NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre
of Excellence (CCDCOE) in Estonia. The centre holds a multinational cyber defense exercise named Locked Shields and
an annual international conference (CyCon) every year, and it also provides various education and training opportunities to
military officers and government officials. Furthermore, the centre conducts research on various aspects of cyber security
and publishes the outcome through its websites and other means.
This year, as a member of the headquarters, I engaged in the
legal play of Locked Shields by drafting legal questions and scoring
answers presented from 23 teams participating in the exercise. I
also research legal issues on cyber defense in the Law Branch.
How to respond to cyber attacks in terms of international
law, strategy, technology and operation has been increasingly
attracting attention also at NATO. Expectations for the centre,
which conducts research, education/training and exercises in
these fields, have been rising year by year.
I wish to learn the latest research trends at NATO and contribute to
research projects of the centre as a member of the centre, and reflect
my expertise in initiatives launched by the MOD/SDF in these fields.
Author working at NATO CCDCOE (second from right)
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Regarding the use of the cyber domain, Japan will enhance
its partnership and cooperation with relevant countries
through measures such as sharing views on threat awareness,
exchanging views on response to cyber attacks, and
participating in multilateral exercises.
The MOD has held cyber dialogues with the respective
defense authorities of Australia, the United Kingdom,
Germany, Estonia, and others to exchange views on threat
awareness and relevant initiatives taken by each country. With
NATO, the MOD carries out initiatives looking at possible
future operational cooperation, such as establishing a cyber
dialogue between defense authorities called the Japan-NATO
Expert Staff Talks on Cyber Defense and participating in the
cyber defense exercise (Cyber Coalition) hosted by NATO
as an observer. Furthermore, Japan has participated in the
International Conference on Cyber Conflict (CyCon) and
has participated as an observer in a cyber defense exercise

